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The present paper is a contribution to the problem when the Hewitt
realcompactification commutes with products. The res ult s published below
have a sense only in the case measurable cardinals ex ist . But in spite
of this fact the results are of some interest ; they indicate certain con-
nections with the compact case fJ(P x Q) and complete in a way papers
[2], [3] by COMFORT and NEGREPONTIS.
In the first section properties are proved being equivalent to pse udo-
m-compactness and generalizing those known for pseudocompaetness
(m stands for the first measurable cardinal and also for the first corres-
ponding ordinal). A space playing the same role in pseudo-m-compnctnoss
as real numbers in pseudocompactness is described .
The second section deals with the equality v(P x Q) = vP x vQ in special
cases. We find out in Theorem 5 that partial analogy of OUl' real compact
case with the GUCKSBERG theorem on fJ(P x Q) (see [5], [7]) holds. Some
results of this section were published without proofs in the preliminary
communication [10]. Further results of this sort concerning fun ction
spaces are prepared.
All the spaces under considera t ion are supposed to be uniformizable
Hausdorff. The terminology of [I] and [6] is used.
§ 1.
We shall need some facts about pseudo-m-compaetness which was
introduced by ISBEI,L in [II] 1). We shall use the following equivalent
definition-see [14] (a family of sets in a space is called discrete if each
point of the space has a neighborhood intersecting a t most one member
of the family) :
Definition I . A space P is said to be p seudo-m-compact if each
discrete family of open sets in P is of nonmeasurable cardinal.
This equivalent definition (and further ones - see e.g . [8]) is, in fact,
1) The concept of pseudo-N-compact spaces was also introduced and in vestigated
under a d ifferent name in a paper " Gene ra lizat ions of compact and Lindolof spaces"
by Z. Frolfk, published in Czech . Math. J. 9, 172-217 (1959); that paper conta ins
various characterizations of pseudo-x-compact sp aces including our definition.
(Added in proof.)
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of covering character. What we need is an analogy with defining of
pseudocompactness by means of t he space R of real numbers. 'Ve shall
try t o give such characterizations. Fi rst we shall describe a sp ace playing
similar role in psoudo-m-compactness as R in pseudocompaet ness (it is
a star space from [12] , p . 190).
Denote by S the following metri c space: The underlying set equa ls t o
a qu otient (M x 1}/r, wh ere I is the closed unit in terval [0, I], M is a
discrete space of cardinality nt and t he equivalence r is a union of the
identity on M x 1 and of J.11 x (0) ; the equivalence class .M x (0) will be
denoted by 0 or ( m , O), m E M, the remaining po ints are pai l'S ( m , x )
with m E M and x E ]0, I]. The metric d on S is de fined by
d<O, <m, x» = d« m , ::r) , O)=x
d«m , x ) , <n , y» = lx - y \ ~f m=n
x + y If m#.n.
Propert ies of the space S : S is a complete metric space with th e den sity
charact er m: it is connect ed and locally connect ed but it is not locally
compact, realcompact and pscudo-m-compact ; realcompact and pseudo-
m-eompact subspaces of S are just subspaces of nonmeasura blos cardinals.
P ropos it io n 1 . L et {Umlm E AI} be a discr ete lamily 01 nonvoid open
subsets 01 a space P and let Ym E Um lor each m E 1}[ . Then every mapping
I : {Ymlm E lll} -J>- S can be continuously extended on P into S .
P r oof. (See sim ilar assertion in [6], 3 L . 1.) Let IVm= (nm, xm) where
Xm E [0, 1]. For each m E II there is a continuous function i« : P -~ [0, 1]
such t hat ImYm=xm, Im[P - Um]= (O) . Defino g:P-J>-S in the following
way :
gy=O if Y ¢ U {Um[m E AI}
gy = <n m. l mV) if y E Urn .
Since t he restri ct ion of g to P -- U {Unin#. m} is eq ual to t he composition
of 1m and the embedding of [0, 1] onto its nm-copy in S and, hence , is
continuous, the continuity of g follows fro m the fact t hat the family
{P - U {Unln #.m} lmE ilf} is an interior covering of P.
I n the following two theorems we shall state eq uivalent p ropert ies of
pseudo-nt -compactness which a re analogous to those of pse udocompactness
for R instead of S , N instead of J.1'1 and compactness instead of real-
compact ness. By /3sP we mean an S -compact ificat ion of P in t he sense
of [4], i.e., a reflection of P in the full su bcat egory of closed subspaces
of powers SA and their homeomorph s. One of the copies of /3sP can he
constructed by the Cech's method (a closure of P in SC(P, S) ) .
The o r e m 1. The 10llowin fJ properties 01 a space P are equ ivalent :
(1) P is pseudo-m-compact ;
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(2) There is no copy M' 01 M in P such. that each continuous m app ing
on J.1f' into S can be contitiuousls] extended on Pinto S ;
(3) 11 I is a continuous mapp ing on P into S then I[P] is realcompact
(i.e. , I[P] is 01 nonmeasurable cardinal );
(4) vP = {3sP.
Pro of. Let M' be a copy of M in P with the property from (2).
Then there is a continuous mapping I on P into S such that I[M'] =M x (1).
Thus a cont inuous image of P is not pseu do-m-compact and hence P is
not pseudo-m-comp act, too. Therefore (1) implies (2). Now we shall pr ove
that (2) implies (3). Suppose that there is a eontinuous mapping I on P
into S such that I[P] is of measurable cardina l. We may suppose that
I[P] contains JYI x (1). By Proposition 1, 1-1[11'[ x (1)] contains a copy of
111 with the property required in (2). The implication (3) to (4) follows
at once from a construction of (3sP. Indeed , we can regard fJsP as a closure
of P in SC(P,S) and, hence by (3), fJsP is realcompact ; since always
/3sP C vP , the condit ion (4) is fulfilled. It remains to prove that (4)
implies (I). Let P be not pseudo-m-compact. Then there is a discrete
family {Umlm E J.l1} of nonvoid open sets in P. If D is constructed so that
DC u {Umlm E M }, D n Um is a one-point set for each m, then by
Proposition 1, /3sD is equal to the closure of D in fJsP and vD is equal
to the closure of D in vP . Since always fJs D = D , vD =/:- D t he equality
{3sP = vP cannot hold in this case.
For an addi tiona l characte rizat ion of pseudo-m-compaetness we need
a concept related to that of Gd-set . The following definition is sufficien t
to our purposes but, unfortunately , very complicate d; we believe there
exists a more conve nient form of it.
Defi nit i on 2 . A subset A of a space P is said to be a Gd(m)-set
in P if there exists It family {GcJ(X < m} of open subsets in P such that
(a) n {G", I(X < m}=A ;
(b) if (X <{3 then GOl :) Gp and if (X is limit then GOl= n {Gplf3<(X } ;
(c) {G", - G"'+ll(X <m} is an open collection of measurable cardinal which
is discrete in P - A.
The or em 2. A space P is p seudo-m-compac; il and only il every
GAm)-set in vP meets P .
Proof. If there is a Gd(m)-set in vP disjoint with P then P is not
pseudo-rrt-compact by (c). Thus the condition is necessary. Now , let P
be not pseudo-m-compaot. Then there is a discrete family {U",I(X <m} of
nonvoid open sets in P. Choose a nonvoid open V", for each (X such that
V", and P- U", are functionally separated in P. Let V~ be an open set
in vP the t race of which in P is V", and denote by G", the open set
U { V;I(X ~fJ < m}. We shall prove th at A= n {G", I(X< m} is a Gd(m)-set
in vP disjoint with P . We need verify th at the system {GJ and A sa tisfy
(c) and that A is disjoint with P . F or the rest of the proof we identify
As it was seen in the proof we may request for {(G",-
to be uniformly discrete in P.
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M with the set Tnt of ordinals smaller than ut. First we shall prove (c).
Let x E vP - A; then there is a fJ such that x ~ Gfl' As in the proof of
Proposition 1 we can construct a continuous mapping I: P -i>- S such that
1[V,,l = <ex, 1) for ex<fJ and I[P- U {U",lex<fJ}] = (0). Extending this
mapping continuously on vP we obtain a mapping g with the same image
as I. Thus gx has a neighborhood in S intersecting at most one <ex, 1),
ex < fJ. It follows that x has a neighborhood intersecting at most one
V~=G",-G"'+l' ex<fJ and, consequently, has a neighborhood intersecting
at most one G", - G"'+l' ex < rn. The remaining property of (c) is clear.
Finally, since P n G",= U[v;1(3~c\}, the set P n A is empty. The proof
is complete.
Remark.
-G"'+l) n P}
§ ')~.
In this section we shall be interested in the equality v(P x Q) = vP x vQ
(by this equality we mean that the continuous mapping from v(P x Q)
into vP x vQ, leaving all the points of P '< Q fixed, is a homeomorphism
onto).
The following theorem is not so important but it is of some interest.
It generalizes the example 4.8 from [3] and the proposition 4.6 from
[13] and entails that all members of f!lI from [13] are of nonmeasurable
cardinal.
Theorem 3. Let Q be discrete. Then v(P ~< Q)=vP:< vQ il and only il
either P or Q is 01 nonmeasuroble cardinal.
Proof. The case when card Q is nonmeasurable is trivial. If card Q
is measurable and card P is nonmeasurable, then each continuous bounded
function on P x Q can be continuously extended on fJP x Q and, hence,
on fJP x vQ by Theorem 2.8 in [3]. Thus it remains to prove that if both
card P and card Q are measurable then there is a continuous function 1
on P x Q which cannot be continuously extended on vP x vQ. We may
and shall assume that card Q;:;; card P. It is easy to construct an injective
mapping h: Q -i>- P such that there is a point qo E vQ - Q with hqo ~ h[Q],
where h: vQ -i>- vP is a continuous extension of h. Indeed, there is an
injective mapping k: Q -i>- P such that k[Q] 1= P; if k has not the property
required for h we pick out PI E P-k[Q], pz E k[vQ-Q] and put
h = kQ-k-1 [p21 U <k-I [pz], PI);
then qo E k-I[pz] - Q. Now, define I: vP x Q -i>- [0, 1] as follows: for every
q E Q, 1<·, q) is a continuous function on vP into [0, 1] having the value 1
in hq and the value 0 in hqo. Of course, this function 1 cannot be con-
tinuously extended on vP x vQ since it has the value 0 on the set
{<hqo, q)lq E Q}, the value 1 on {<hq, q)lq E Q} and closures of both these
sets meet in vP x vQ (they contain <hqo, qo»).
Cor oll ar y . II card P is measurable and Q is not pseudo-m-compad
then v(P x Q) i=vP x vQ.
Pro o f. The space Q contains a discrete subspace M of measurable
cardinal such that P x M is C-embedded in P x Q. Therefore, by the
foregoing theorem, v(P x Q)i= vP x vQ.
Our following assertion completes the theore m 2.2 from [2] for the
case of measurable cardina ls. The theorem 2.2 from [2] asserts that if
Q is a locally compact realcompact space of nonmeas urable cardina l, then
v(P x Q)= vP x Q for each space P . I n the proof we shall make use of the
following formal modification of SHIRO'fA theorem ([6], [15]): P is rea l-
compact if and only if it is pseudo-m-compact an d has a complete uni-
formity.
Th e ore m 4. L et Q be locally compact realcomp aci . Then v(P x Q) =
=vP x Q il and only il either card Q is nonmeasurable or P is pseudo-in-
compact.
Pr oof. Since C(P x Q)=c(P , C(Q) ) and C(vP x Q)=C(vP, C(Q )) (these
equalities stand for the canonical bijections), where C(Q ) has the compact-
open topology, the equality v (P x Q) = vP x Q holds if and only if each
continuo us mapping I:P -J> C(Q) can be cont inuously extended to a
mapping on vP into C(Q). If Q is of nonmeasurable cardinal, then C(Q )
is real compact (it has a complete uni formity ). If P is pseudo-rn-compact
then I [P] has the same property and so I[P] is realcompact. In both
cases I can be continuously extended on vP into C(Q). We have proved
that our condi tion is sufficient. Its necessity follows immediately from
Corollary of Theorem 3.
Assume for a while t hat P and Q arc of measurable card ina ls. If either
Q is discrete or locally compact realcompaot , then v(P x Q)=vP x vQ if
and onJy if P x Q is pseudo-m-compact. This assertion is ana logous to
Glicksberg theorem saying that if P and Q arc infini te spaces then
P(P x Q) = PP x PQ if and only if P x Q is pseudoco mpact. As we find out
in Theorem 5 and the example following it this analogy holds in one
direction on ly.
The o r e m 5 . L et P and Q be 01 m easurable cardinals . II v(P x Q)=
= vP x vQ then P x Q is pseudo-m-comp act.
Pro of. We shall proceed similarly as GLICKSBERG in [7]. Let P , Q
be spaces of measurable cardinals such that v(P x Q)=vP x vQ. Then, by
Corollary of Theore m 3, P and Q are pseudo- m-compact spaces. Assume
that P x Q is not pseudo-m-compaet. Then there is a Gd(m)-set A in
vP x vQ disjoi nt with P x Q (Theorem 2) and a corresponding family {G,,.}
with properties stated in Definition 2 and in addition such that the
collecti on {(G,,-G"+l ) n (P x Q)} is uniforml y discre te in P x Q (the remark
following Theorem 2). First we shall prove tha t A n (P x vQ) = 0. Let
<p, q) E A n (P x vQ ) and let {U,,} be a discre te system of open sets in
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P x Q such that for each lX the sets (P x Q) - V " and (G" - G"+1) r. (P x Q)
are functionally separated in P x Q. Then {V" n ((p) x Q)} is a discrete
syste m of open sets in (p) x Q of cardinality m. Indeed , if {V" n ((p) x Q)}
had smaller cardinality than m, then t here would be a fJ such that
V", n ((p) xQ) = 0 for lX ~ fJ ; bu t in this case no continuous fun ction on
P x Q being equal to I on G{J n (P x Q) and 0 on P x Q - u { V", llX ~fJ}
could be cont inuously extended to ( p , q> ( p, q>is au accumulat ion point
of both sets (p) x Q and Gfj n (P x Q)). This fact (discreteness of {V", n
n ((p) x Q)}) contradict s t o pseudo -m-compact nesa of Q. Now, take a
sub set X of Go n (P x Q) such tha t X n (G", - G"'+1 ) is a one-point set
for each lX . Pick out an x = ( p , q>EX- (P x Q) , the closure being in
vP x vQ. Then for each lx there is a neighborhood V", of x such that
V", n (P x Q) C G" and hence x E A. By the first part of the proof p ¢ P .
We shall prove that the collection {(G" - G"'+1) n (P x (q))) is an open
discrete collection in P x (q) of measurable cardinality, which contradicts
to pseudo-rrt-compaotness of P. It is clear that the collection is open and
discrete in P x (q). Assume it has a nonmeasurable cardinal. Since
An (P x (q))=0 there is an lX< nt such that G", n (P x (q))= 0. It follows
there exists a cont inuous fun cti on defined on P x vQ with a value 1 on
X and 0 on P x (q) ; evidently this fun ction cannot be continuously
extended to ( p , q>. The pr oof is complete.
Cor oll a ry . II P is a locally compact realcompact space and Q is
p seudo-ui-conupaci , then P x Q is pseudo-m-compaci,
Proof follows from the preceding theorem and from Theorem 4 in the
case card P and card Q are measurable. The remaining cases are trivial
(if card P is non measurable and Q is pseudo-m-compact then P x Q is
pseudo-m-eompact, too).
We do not know whether the asse rt ion of Corollary remains true after
replacing realcompaet by paeudo-rn-compact s).
It follows from Theorem 4 that in the preceding theorem the assumption
on cardinality of P and Q cannot be omitted.
Unlike the compact case the converse of Theorem 5 does not hold.
It is easy to state many examples of spaces P, Q of measurable cardinals
such that P xQ is pseudo-m-compact and v(Px Q)=;6vP x vQ. But in all
the examples we know, this nonequality is caused by factors of non-
measurable cardinals. We believe that the converse of Theorem 5 is true
pro vided these factors are excluded.
2) Now we can answer in t he negative t he questi on whether real compactness
in Corollary of Theorem 5 can be replaced by pseudo-m-compactnesa. It suffices
to put P=Tm with the usual order-topology (i.o., P is locally compact pseudo-
compact ) and Q=T~+l ' which is t he set l 'm +1 with a discrete topology on T m and
t he us ual order-neighborhoods at m (i.e., Q is realcompact); the product P X Q
is not pseudo-m-compact becauso the cove r {A ", I-l ~tx<m}, where A-1={<.B, y) !
,B ~y ~m} and A",={<,B, tx) I,B >tx} for tx~O , is a disjoint open (henc e uniformizable)
cov er of P X Q. (Added in proof.)
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Exampl e . Let X be a compact space of measurable cardinal and
T~, +l be the set T "'.+ 1 with a Tl-topology inducing a discrete topology
on T ", and having the same base of neighborh oods at W I as the order
topology in 1'",+I ' Th e space T~ + 1 is realeompact and v(T", x T~ +1)#
=!' T"'.+l x 1'~1 +I"1 Put P=T"" + X , lQ = T~' +1 + X (the operation -j- means a
disjoint uni on). Then P x Q is pseudo-m-compact and v (P x Q) #vP x vQ.
There appeared an interesting question in connect ion with the last
exa mple: do minimal cardinals IX , fJ exist such tha t t here are spaces P , Q
of cardinalit ies IX, fJ, respectively, with v (P xQ )=!'vP xvQ ? The example
abo ve prod uces spaces with IX = (l = Nl. A slight modification of Example
5.3 from [13] produces spaces with IX= No, (l = exp No (here P=N u (x),
;<: E (IN -N, an d Q=N u X is a pseudocornpaet subspace of fJN not
containing x - for existence of such a Q see e.g. [I ], p . 864, 3 (f)) and,
hence, shows that under the hypotheses of continuum there are spaces
P, Q of cardinalit ies No and Nl, respect ively , such that v (P x Q) oF P x vQ.
' iVe wond er if such spaces exist without the ass umption of the hypothesis
of continuum.
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